Abstract-For technology (like serious games) that aims to deliver interactive learning, it is important to address relevant mental experiences such as reflective thinking during problem solving. To facilitate research in this direction, we present the weDraw-1 Movement Dataset of body movement sensor data and reflective thinking labels for 26 children solving mathematical problems in unconstrained settings where the body (full or parts) was required to explore these problems. Further, we provide qualitative analysis of behaviours that observers used in identifying reflective thinking moments in these sessions. The body movement cues from our compilation informed features that lead to average F1 score of 0.73 for automatic detection of reflective thinking based on Long Short-Term Memory neural networks. We further obtained 0.79 average F1 score for end-toend detection of reflective thinking periods, i.e. based on raw sensor data. Finally, the algorithms resulted in 0.64 average F1 score for period subsegments as short as 4 seconds. Overall, our results show the possibility of detecting reflective thinking moments from body movement behaviours of a child exploring mathematical concepts bodily, such as within serious game play.
INTRODUCTION
HERE is a consensus in education literature that reflective thinking is integral to learning [1] [2][3] [4] . Findings in [5] suggest that this cognitive strategy may in fact be necessary to enable solution of mathematical problems. This understanding higlights the need for digital learning technology to create the setting for a learner to apply reflecting thinking strategies [6] . Indeed, the possibility of guiding a learner through the use of reflective thinking in solving mathematical problems was demonstrated in [5] . For technology to be capable of providing similar guidance, it is essential for it to be able to detect when the learner is (not) thinking reflectively in solving a given problem. The current paper reports our investigation of the possibility of automatic detection of reflective thinking in the context of mathematical problem solving, toward technological personalisation aimed at promoting the use of reflective thinking strategies.
We frame the problem in the context of the weDraw serious games [7] in which children explore mathematical concepts (e.g. angle arithmetic) based on bodily interaction. This design is grounded in findings in child education literature that children embody knowledge of and reflection on mathematical concepts [8] [9] . With reflective thinking detection capability, the weDraw games could, for instance, create time for a child to think reflectively in solving given problems. Each game could additionally provide cuing prompts to help the child draw on previous knowledge. Consider the example of an angle arithmetic problem where the child is to find the sum of two angles diagrammatically (rather than using their numeric values). The child should be given a moment to explore the problem without interruption [10] . The duration of this period can be adapted in real time to allow sufficient time for reflective thinking (by recognising when it is taking place). If the child struggles with finding the solution, the game could ask whether s/he expects the solution to be larger or smaller than the bigger of the two angles. If s/he answers this question correctly, the game could further ask by how much the bigger angle would be larger. The game could keep providing similar prompts (each time giving the child time to consider the prompt, and tailoring each new prompt to the child's answers and behaviour), until the child arrives at the correct solution.
Given the settings of the weDraw games, i.e. bodily interaction of children in mathematical problem solving, we investigate automatic detection of reflective thinking based on bodily cues during mathematical problem solving with children. The longterm aim is to create adapting, movement-based mathematical games that deliberately support children in using reflective thinking strategies to explore new concepts. Our main contributions in the current paper are as follows:
• we build a novel annotated dataset (named weDraw-1 Movement Dataset) on body movement of children
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exploring mathematical concepts in unconstrained settings. One portion of the dataset (details in Section 4) was collected in a school and so has additional complexity that more closely matches the intricacies of normal classroom lessons where there are space, time, and setup constraints.
• we provide the first known indepth analysis of the reflective thinking behaviours of children during mathematical problem solving, based on the weDraw-1 Movement Dataset.
• we contribute understanding of how reflective thinking periods can be modelled from body movement data, with a focus on the use of Long Short-Term Memory neural networks (LSTMNN) and based on the weDraw-1 Movement Dataset.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we provide a background on reflective thinking, and discuss the state of the art in the detection of learning-related mental states in general in Section 3. The acquisition of our weDraw-1 Movement Dataset (Study 1) is reported in Section 4 while the analysis of reflective thinking behaviours (Study 2) is discussed in Section 5. In Section 6, we describe our investigations on the automatic detection of reflective thinking periods (Study 3). Our findings are altogether discussed in Section 7, and a conclusion is provided in Section 8.
BACKGROUND: A DEFINITION OF REFLECTIVE THINKING
In this section, we discuss the definition of reflective thinking that we used for the annotation of the weDraw-1 Movement Dataset based on observer ratings. This annotation was necessary for obtaining the ground truth for our automatic detection investigations.
Although reflective thinking is widely mentioned in education literature (as 'reflection' or 'reflectivity'), there is no straightforward definition useful for characterising it in the context of problem solving. This may be because the term is most commonly used within the context of experiential learning to refer to post-activity reflection [1] [2] [3] . The most appropriate definition found for problem solving contexts is the classic definition of Dewey [4] : "… turning a subject over in the mind and giving it serious and consecutive consideration [p. 3] . In between [pre-and post-reflective periods, i.e. during the reflective thinking process] … are (1) suggestions, in which the mind leaps forward to a possible solution; … and (5) testing the hypothesis by overt or imaginative action [p. 107]." (pp. 3, 107)
Dewey [4] further differentiates reflective thinking from other forms of 'thinking', arguing that reflective thinking is particularly preceded by doubt, mental difficulty, or perplexity, and characterised by searching and inquiring aimed at resolving these. He also stresses a distinction between reflective thinking and merely reaching a conclusion (or producing an answer) without critically testing the ideas or solutions that emerge in the mind.
Still, Dewey's treatise on reflective thinking [4] does not provide clear directives on how it can be recognised, whereas a clear definition is important for observer annotation [11] . The limitation of Dewey's definition is inherent to the process of reflective thinking itself, which is essentially internal [4] . On one hand, the provision of an answer or solution that is correct does not in itself help an observer judge that reflective thinking has taken place in solving the problem [4] . This is because the learner could provide the correct answer due to familiarity with the problem which makes a solution handy. The correct answer could also be provided by chance. On the other hand, an answer or solution that is incorrect, or even no solution arrived at, is not on its own helpful to the observer. Although Dewey [4] implies that reflective thinking always leads to a settled and harmonious state (and correct solution), we rather surmise that a fault along the pipeline may lead to a confused or a wrongly confident state. Thus, the observer has to rely on other cues to judge if the learner arrived at the solution (right, wrong, or none) through reflective thinking. To aid such judgement of reflective thinking from behaviour during problem solving, we unfurl Dewey's definitions, highlighting two factors critical for supposing reflective thinking and resulting in a definition of observation of reflective thinking as: 
RELATED WORKS: AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF LEARNING-RELATED STATES
The only study to have previously investigated automatic detection of thinking in learning settings is [12] who considered thinking and five other self-reported states in adults, within a seated PC-based learning context. The authors found thinking to be the most frequently occurring of these states, reinforcing the importance of addressing reflective thinking within digital learning technology. Using a dynamic Bayesian model based on upper body gestures (chin rest, head scratch, eye rub, lip touch, locked fingers, and yawn), they achieved accuracy of 0.97. While the model is limited by dependence on initial recognition of these gestures (performed manually in their paper), the finding suggests that automatic detection of reflective thinking is feasible from bodily expressions within a constrained setting. Their analysis further highlighted chin rest and lip touch as the gestures most indicative of thinking. A related study is the work of Bosch et al. [13] in which face video data was captured in learning tasks in a group setting. Although each of the 20 students in a group session was constrained to individual desks during the PC-based learning tasks, the students were free to interact with other students, e.g. in discussing the given tasks. Exploring several techniques (clustering, Naives Bayes, and Bayes Net) on extracted features, the authors obtained 0.69 accuracy on average for binary classification of bored, confused, delighted, engaged, and frustrated. The above-discussed studies are representative of the work in the area of learning-related affect detection which has until now focused on learning settings where the learner is constrained to interaction with a monitor using a mouse and/or keyboard. Our study aims to extend these findings by focusing on unconstrained settings where interaction relies on bodily gestures and the learner is free to move around and interact with objects in the space. The child is additionally not restrained from interaction with the instructor or parent or siblings (e.g. chatting with a sibling about how the given problem could be solved) who were sometimes in the room during the problem solving sessions. This context presents a greater challenge than constrained PCbased settings. Further, we propose a model that more directly uses sensor data (and so accesses richer information) and with no need of manual annotation of individual expressions.
Another relevant work is the study in [14] on automatic detection of engagement (both behavioural and affective) in kindergarten age children during seated learning interaction with a PC based on neural network modelling. The ground truth was obtained using both expert and naïve observers who reached good level of agreement (0.62 Cohen's kappa for both) suggesting that naïve observers can provide reliable ratings of learning-related states in child subjects. In Yun et al.'s network architecture [14] , the first layers, based on a deep pretrained CNN, form an imagelevel processor. The outputs from these layers are max-pooled and concatenated for a video sequence and fed into temporal processing layers which comprise a parallel configuration of convolutional cum max pooling, max pooling, average pooling, and variance pooling layers. The outputs from this portion are concatenated and finally input into a series of convolutional, fully connected, rectified linear unit, dropout, and fully connected layers. Using this model for binary discrimination of engagement, with 3907 sequences, Yun et al. [14] obtained accuracy of 0.81 (Matthews correlation coefficient of 0.52). Although the data type (videos) in their work differs from our own focus (motion capture data), their findings point to value in exploring a multilayer architecture where learning is done progressively across dimension scales (e.g. from single image level to video level). This approach has around for a while. For example, it has been explored for action recognition [15] and it is not far removed from the longstanding techniques of multimodal data fusion in the area of affective computing (see [16] for a review on multimodal affect detection). We look beyond convolutional layers typical for computer vision problems. In particular, we explored LSTM layers, which are designed to process sequences, such as the timeseries in motion capture data [17] [18] . Findings in body movement analysis in the context of activity recognition suggest that the LSTM layer can also learn by integration across temporal and non-temporal dimensions [19] [20] . However, previous studies consider well-defined gestures (e.g. door opening) or alteration from well-defined trajectories (e.g. deviation from expected manoeuvre during execution of a physical exercise) [19] rather than higher level and subjective interpretation of bodily cues, e.g. reflective thinking.
We discuss our investigations in the next sections. First, we describe the weDraw-1 Movement Dataset collected to facilitate our investigations and discuss our analysis of behavioural cues of reflective thinking that emerged in this dataset. We then present our modelling of reflection thinking periods.
STUDY 1: WEDRAW-1 MOVEMENT DATASET COLLECTION
The weDraw-1 Movement Dataset was collected in two main settings. In Setting A, we used a room within the university and there was one of the child's parents (and sometimes one or two siblings) present in addition to the child and two researchers, one of whom interacted with the child and acted as the instructor.
Setting B was a (smaller) room within the primary school that the child was attending at the time of the study, with only the two researchers and the child present.
All of the data were collected in the UK and all of the children were studying in the UK at that time, in school years between Year 2 and Year 7 with an average of 4.38 (standard deviation of 1.47). The data was collected from a total of 26 children (14 children in Setting A and 12 in Setting B) between 6 and 11 years old with mean age of 8.69 years and standard deviation of 1.19.
The dataset comprises 120 sequences (64 in Setting A and 56 in Setting B) of video with corresponding three-dimensional full-body positional data, each of a child performing a single task or multiple related tasks. The sequences are from 24 children whose parental consent permitted us to get their videos annotated. The longest sequence is 537.23 seconds in length (median = 117.94, interquartile range = 154.18). Both the video and positional data were captured using the Microsoft Kinect v2 sensor.
Mathematical Problem-Solving Tasks
To support the core idea of the weDraw project, which is centred on bodily exploration of mathematical concepts, the tasks in which the data was collected were set up to encourage considerable exploration using the body. The tasks were further designed to create real learning experiences and several pilot tests were carried out to iteratively improve the interaction and exploration experience of the child participants. The problems in the tasks were informed by pedagogical studies partially published in [21] , with a focus on angles, symmetry, and shape reflection. There were five main types of task (these tasks were perfomed with repetitions, usually completed in the given order):
• Forming Angles: In this task type, the child explored static representation of given angles using their arms (e.g. Fig. 1a ) and received automatic visual feedback (on a screen) based on an early protoype of one of the weDraw games. The visual feedback (see Fig. 1b ) consists of a numerical value and a diagrammatic representation of the angle formed by the child's arms, in real-time.
• Bodily Angles Sums and Differences: Here, the child was given a pair of angles, each represented by a three-dimensional object (named 'Angle-Arms') depicting the rays of an angle, e.g. 135° and 45° in Fig. 2a . The Angle-Arms were attached to a wall and the task for the child was to represent with his/her own arms the angle resulting from the sum (or difference) of the given angles. One strategy to solve the problem would require the child to first place his/her arms against the rays of the first Angle-Arms to represent its angle. The child would then need to go to the second AngleArms and align one of his/her arms against one of the AngleArms's rays, keeping the angle representation of the first Angle-Arms. After this, the child would have to sweep his/her aligned arm (keeping the other still) towards the second ray of this second Angle-Arms. To reduce the complexity of the problem, the Angle-Arms were arranged such that a ray of the first had the same orientation as a ray of the second (see example in Fig. 2a ).
The problem was adapted for the youngest children (i.e. children aged 6 years old). These children were given Angle-Arms pairs or trios (two either of the same magnitude or of only 10° difference in magnitude) and asked to find the largest (or smallest) angle. The Angle-Arms were arranged such that the rays all had different orientations, e.g. Fig. 2b . The child was encouraged to use his/her body to explore the angles in finding the solution.
• Rotating in Angles: Each child was asked to represent the sum/difference obtained in Bodily Angles Sums and Differences tasks as full-body rotation. Lines on the floor dividing an imaginary circle around the child's feet into octants (see Fig. 3a ) were used to provide visual guide for this task.
• Finding Symmetry: Here, the child was seated in front of a table and asked to choose from a set of large cardboard shape cut-outs (diameter between 35 and 45.5cm) and show the lines of symmetry of the shape, if any. The younger children were usually first asked to explore the basic shape properties: the number of edges and vertices, and the name.
• Making Shape Reflections: In this case, the child was given a duplicate of the chosen shape and asked to arrange the two cutouts such that one was a reflection of the other, with as many reflection configurations as possible. A line taped across the table (see Fig. 3b ) was used to simulate a mirror.
Data Annotation
Although findings [14] suggest that untrained observers can provide reliable ratings of learning-related states in children, pilot studies that we carried out with 8 observers (4 female) with teaching/tutoring experience and psychology students/experts suggest that this may not translate to complex learning settings like ours. Thus, two of our researchers (R1 and R2) with experience working with children and also present during the data collection (and so familiar with the tasks given to the children) independently labelled the data. The raters continuously rated all 120 videos recorded (without audio, to force them to rely on visual cues, similar to [22] ), using the Elan annotation software [23] [24] . The raters specifically marked periods of reflective thinking within these videos. They reviewed their annotations several times, based on the definition discussed in Section 2 and after consulting with one another (such as done in [25] ).
To understand how much the raters agreed on the occurrence of reflective thinking, we computed a two-way mixed model, absolute agreement, average measures intraclass correlation (ICC) on the labels for the Setting A data (249,126 frames). Similar to the approach of Griffin et al. [26] , we accounted for expected misalignment in the onset and offset of periods which the two raters agree are reflective thinking periods. This was done in our work by adjusting the rater labels such that overlaps of positive labels (between R1 and R2) were synchronised, with the earliest onset and the latest offset assumed for both raters. We found ICC = 0.63, which shows good level agreement [27] .
During the annotation, for each time period judged as moment of reflective thinking, the raters also provided the cues that they used in recognising reflective thinking at that specific moment. The primary aim of this was to inform the extraction of handcrafted features for automatic detection of reflective thinking. The reported cues were analysed; the analysis the cues reported for the Setting A data is discussed in Section 5.
STUDY 2: REFLECTIVE THINKING BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS

Analysis Method
There were 531 cue reports for the Setting A data; each report specified a sequence or concurrence of behaviours, e.g. "… she pauses and then makes a thoughtful expression with her lips then looks up and away and then draws the answer with her finger …" (R2).
Based on thematic analysis methods [28] , these cues were coded, and the codes were refined until all codes were clearly defined and no new themes emerged. Table 1 shows the list of codes that emerged, with examples from associated cue report extracts.
Findings
Although the majority of these codes highlighted bodily behaviours, facial expressions, gaze and verbal behaviours were also noted. It was interesting that the raters (both of them) used a verbal cue in their judgments even though they were not provided with aural data. Indeed, the specific cue used, speaking to oneself (i.e. private speech [29] ), is known to be an observable behaviour, and employed by children in a self-regulatory role while solving challenging problems [29] .
Some of the facial cues used by the raters seemed difficult to specify in vernacular, e.g. "hard look" (R1), "thinking face" (R2). However, the majority of the facial codes are related to cues involving the mouth. Perhaps, these mouth behaviours serve to communicate that expected speech is delayed because the speech content is being generated or processed (in reflective thinking).
Other facial expressions involved the eye. We theorise that this class of expressions and the gaze behaviour of looking away may function as a means of avoiding visual distractors and focusing attention on internal processes (e.g. recollection [4] ), to solve the problem at hand. The link between thinking and looking away has been previously noted [30] . Head tilting was another gaze behaviour highlighted by the raters. This expression may, together with the forward/backward lean and exploration by moving the object to be manipulated also noted, have permitted the child a different visual perspective of the problem. Exploration may have additionally served in physically evaluating generated ideas. It is not surprising that tempo (pauses, speed, duration) were used by the raters to recognise reflective thinking since this is the one cue specified in the definition of the construct (see Section 2). What is interesting to note from the cues reported is that reflective thinking seemed to occur both at the start and end of problem solving. Another intriguing note is that certain forms of fidgeting seem to accompany reflective thinking. It is not clear what the function of these behaviours is, but they may be used to fill the pause characteristic of reflective thinking or perhaps to break the stillness of that pause so as to stimulate ideas. Other bodily cues highlighted by the raters involved self-touching of regions on the head. As discussed in Section 3, similar behaviours (chin rest, lip touch) have been previously associated with thinking [12] .
Providing a solution was also a cue used; although the raters had agreed not to rely on this, it was decided that for some of the tasks, the motion of completing the task and arriving at the final solution could count toward evidence of reflective thinking. The manner in which the solution is described to the instructor, particularly elaborate use of gestures, was also used to infer reflective thinking.
STUDY 3: AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF REFLECTIVE THINKING PERIODS
In this section, we report our investigation of the modelling of reflective thinking periods using LSTMNNs.
As discussed in Section 3, we focus on LSTMNNs because of their inherent capability to learn temporal patterns. We specifically used bi-directional LSTM layers [31] so as to learn both forward and backward chains of the body movement events in the (not) reflective thinking periods. The rationale for this is based on our experience (during the analysis discussed in Sections 4.2 and 5) that an observer's interpretation of past movement events may be informed by current movement events (i.e. retrospection).
In the rest of this section, we describe the LSTMNN architectures explored, the input data used, and the findings of our investigation.
Dimension-Distributed and Vanilla LSTMNN Architectures
We explored two LSTMNN architectures: Dimension-Distributed and Vanilla bi-LSTMNNs (DD-LSTMNN and V-LSTMNN respectively). The two architectures are illustrated in Fig. 4 . The DD-LSTMNN, where the bi-LSTM function is performed separately for each dimension of the input before being integrated using a fully connected layer (with rectified linear activation), is a simple architecture that draws on the multilayer approach in networks such as Yun et al.'s [14] (see discussion in the Section 3).
In the V-LSTMNN, on the other hand, the bi-LSTM function is computed collectively for all dimensions.
For both architectures, we systematically experimented with different network depths. We found one and two hidden layers to be the optimum for the DD-and V-LSTMNNs respectively based on our dataset. A gaussian noise (standard deviation = 0.1) was further added at the input layer for both networks, to limit overfitting.
Input Data
The full-body positions and reflective thinking labels (from rater R1) of the Setting A and Setting B data of the weDraw-1 Movement Dataset (see Section 4) were used to investigate the automatic detection of reflective thinking. Two of the 64 sequences in the Setting A data and one of the 56 in the Setting B data were not included in our investigation due to unavailability of positional data as a result of technical malfunction during data capture.
In the rest of this section, we describe the segmentation of these data, augmentation of the data, two input forms derived from the data, and the approach used to deal with variation in segment lengths.
Data Segmentation
To prepare the data for modelling, we first split the full-body positional data by task per child and then segmented each task data (b = 1, 2, …, n sequences; n=62 and 55 for Setting A and B data respectively) by periods of contiguous reflective thinking positive (or negative) frames in the corresponding label data. Periods at the end of each sequence and negative for reflective thinking (NRT) were excluded so as to balance with the number of periods positive for reflective thinking (RT). This resulted in 195 RT and 196 NRT periods for Setting A and 165 RT and 165 NRT periods for Setting B.
Data Augmentation
To boost data size, for each period (where m is the serial index of the period in the corresponding task b), we created 3 new periods ̆ , ̆ , and ̆ whose skeletons are mirror reflections of the skeleton in in the x, y, and z directions respectively. Mirror reflection augmentation is an appaorach widely used on image data (e.g. in [14] ). In our case, it resulted in four times the original number of periods, i.e. 1564 periods (780 RT and 784 NRT) for Setting A and 1320 periods (660 RT and 660 NRT) for Setting B. Fig. 5 shows examples of our augmented skeletons. Since the behaviour of the skeleton in each period is unaltered in our augmentation, the augmented periods retained the labels of original periods.
Input Forms
In our dataset, each frame , = 1, 2, …, , in each period (or ̆ , ̆ , ̆ for augmented periods) is specified by a set of three-dimensional joint positions , , for joint i, i = 1, 2, … 25. From this set, we extracted two input forms for each period:
Raw Three-Dimensional Positions POS: The so-called end-toend detection (where the learning algorithm directly uses raw sensor data as input) has become increasingly favoured in related areas (e.g. emotion detection in speech [32] and human activity recognition [33] ). To explore the possibility of end-to-end detection of reflective thinking based on body movement data, we extracted for each frame , the three-dimensional positions for the major 17 joints. This excluded 8 extremity joints (toes, heels, fingers) that we expected to have more noisy positional data. The precise locations of these joints are not critical as we expect that information about joints neighbouring them (e.g. the ankle) would be sufficient approximations.
Hand-Crafted Features FEATS:
Further also exploring the traditional method of using informed features for affect detection, we additionally extracted 29 bodily features per frame (see Table 2 for computation formulae) based on the bodily cues discovered from our analysis in Study 2. The features include instantaneous energies, head and trunk orientations, hand-to-head distance, and range and amount of movement (both computed on a window of up to 60 frames before and after the current frame).
Dealing with Variation in Period Lengths
The median length of the RT and NRT periods are 114 and 389 frames (interquartile range = 128 and 645.5) respectively for the Setting A data; and 73 and 484 frames (interquartile range = 130 and 1062) respectively for the Setting B data. To make the periods of uniform length, we resampled each period (for both POS and FEATS inputs, augmented and otherwise) to T=120 frames. We expect this approach to introduce less noise than the typical padding method. The choice of T=120 is based on findings from an analysis of orientation behaviour in the Forming Angles task in Setting A [34] . This analysis was based on findings in [8] that suggest that orientation may offer a glimpse into the attention of pattern of a child during a learning activity. In our analysis, we continuously noted the orientation directions for each child all through the task. One of our findings was that transition between orientation targets (e.g. from screen to instructor) was not always instant (Fig. 6a) but rather took about 120 frames (4 seconds) on average (see Fig. 6b ) [34] . This finding suggests that 120 frames is a minimum time window on interesting behaviour in the context of the weDraw-1 Movement Dataset.
Results
The results of our experiments on the automatic detection of reflective thinking periods are reported in this section under four main themes.
Generalisability of the DD-and V-LSTMNNs
We used leave-one-subject-out cross-validation with the Setting A data to evaluate the generalisation ability of the DD-and VLSTMNNs. In our evaluation, we compared the performances of the augmented POS and FEATS input forms.
As shown in upper section of Table 3 , there was overall betterthan-chance-level performance, with the highest accuracy of 0.75 (average F1 score = 0.75). There was little difference between the performance of the DD-and V-LSTMNNs (average accuracy of 0.73 and 0.72 respectively over the two input forms).
However, the augmented POS input showed a slight edge over the augmented FEATS input with accuracies of 0.74 and 0.75 compared to 0.71 and 0.69 for the DD-LSTMNN and V-LSTMNN respectively. Augmentation also led to an improvement in performance, albeit a small one, as can be seen in comparing the performances for aug-FEATS and FEATS: average accuracy of 0.7 and 0.68 respectively over the two NN architectures.
Generalisability of Other Standard Algorithms
We compared the performance of the two LSTMNNs with other standard algorithms (CNN, convolutional-LSTMNN, Support Vector Machines, and Random Forest) based on the FEATS input form, also with leave-one-subject-out cross-validation on the Setting A data. CNNs are more common with data that occur naturally in grid format (e.g. images) [35] . However, the convolution function could be useful in integrating temporal and postural patterns, similar to the LSTM, albeit only locally. The 
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convolutional-LSTMNN combines convolutional and LSTM functions within a single layer. Further, Support Vector Machine (SVM) [36] and Random Forest (RF) [37] are established as efficacious algorithms for movement-based affect detection (e.g. in [22] , [25] ). We explored polynomial and gaussian kernels for the SVM in our work. The (hyper)parameters of all four algorithms were based on systematic experimentation. For the SVM and RF, for each period, the average values (for each feature in FEATS over all frames) were used as input.
The resulting performances are shown in lower section of Table 3. The polynomial-kernel SVM had performance similar to the DD-and V-LSTMNNs', with 0.68 accuracy (average F1 score = 0.68). The CNN and RF both performed slightly worse although better than chance level (accuracy = 0.63, average F1 score = 0.63). Both the gaussian-kernel SVM and convolutional-LSTMNN performed poorly with accuracy of 0.53 (0.43 average F1 score) and 0.54 (0.52 average F1 score) respectively.
Generalisability of the DD-and V-LSTMNNs Using A Separate Test Set
We further evaluated the generalisability of the DD-and VLSTMNNs using the Setting A data as the training set and the Setting B data as a held-out test set. This evaluation arrangement enabled us to investigate how well reflective thinking modelling transfers from research lab settings to school settings which is more logistically complex. In this evaluation, we again compared the augmented POS and FEATS input forms.
As can be seen in Table 4 , similar to the leave-one-subjectout cross-validation results in Section 6.3.1 based on the Setting A data alone, the performance is much better than chance-level detection for the POS and FEATS inputs and for both the DD-(average F1 score = 0.77 and 0.74 respectively) and VLSTMNNs (average F1 score = 0.79 and 0.73 respectively). 
Generalisability of the DD-and V-LSTMNNs
Based on Subsegments of Event Periods
In a fourth set of experiments, we segmented each RT and NRT period (or ̆ , ̆ , ̆ for augmented periods) based on non-overlapping windows of size w. End-of-period segments with length less than w were resampled to length w. We experimented with w = 7, 15, 30, 60, 90, 120, and 240 frames (the data was recorded at the sampling rate of 30 frames per second). To balance the number of segments from RT and NRT periods, we randomly selected q segments from each NRT period in , where q is the mean number of segments resulting from RT periods in . Segments with length less than v = 7 frames (before resampling) were discarded as too little information. The resulting data sizes are shown in Table 5 for each window length. As in above, we used hold-out validation with the Setting A and B data as training and test sets respectively, and we experimented with both augmented POS and FEATS input forms. The results are shown in Fig. 7 .
For both aug-POS and aug-FEATS input forms, the V-and DD-LSTMNN perform better than chance level detection with w=240, giving average F1 scores of: 0.68 and 0.7 for aug-POS (for V-and DD-LSTMNN respectively), and 0.65 and 0.69 for aug-FEATS (for V-and DD-LSTMNN respectively).
For ws less than 240, based on the aug-POS input form, the DD-LSTMNN has generally poor performances for the RT class. The V-LSTMNN has even poorer performances (especially for the NRT class, in its own case) for ws less than 120 based on the same input form. The better performance of the DD-LSTMNN (albeit not better than chance level) for ws less than 120 points to the possibility that later integration of the learning across the time and posture dimensions may indeed be a valuable approach to learning signatures of cognitive experiences in motion capture data. For the aug-FEATS input form, both the V-and DD-LSTMNN have comparable performance when w is less than 120. Although these performances are only marginally better than chance level (especially in identifying RT subsegments), they are superior to the performances based on the aug-POS input form for the respective ws. This suggests that hand-crafted features are handy (or even necessary) when only (temporally) partial data is available.
DISCUSSION
Our investigation in this paper was aimed at providing understanding of the feasibility of automatic detection of reflective thinking in children while they solved mathematical problems based on bodily exploration in unconstrained settings. First, we present the weDraw-1 Movement Dataset of body movement of children in these settings, with continuous observer annotation of reflective thinking based on two raters. This dataset will be made open (with access via [7] ) to the research community. Secondly, we provide findings from our analysis of reflective thinking behaviour in this dataset, to inform the extraction of automatic detection features for this state. Third, based on both the dataset and our analysis, we showed the possibility of using LSTMNNs for automatic detection of reflective thinking periods, with an average F1 scores of 0.73 and 0.79 for binary classification based on hand-crafted features and raw sensor data respectively. Finally, we explored automatic detection based on period subsegments, toward continuous detection, and showed the feasibility of 0.64 average F1 score for subsegment lengths of 4 seconds and 0.70 average F1 score for lengths of 8 seconds. We discuss our findings in the rest of this section.
Reflective Thinking Behaviours
An interesting finding was that beyond the brief pause that marks reflective thinking, a person in this state is likely to exhibit additional behaviours (e.g. gazing into space, a finger to the chin) that make it recognisable by observers. Our analysis of these behaviours contributes to the oeuvre of bodily action coding taxonomy amassed over a wealth of behaviour analysis literature (e.g. [22] ).
Although we speculate, in Section 5.2, on the roles of these behaviours in the (communication of the) reflective thinking process, neuroscientific studies need to be carried out to test our hypotheses or provide empirical theories. In fact, deeper understanding of the functions of these behaviours may lead to more informed design strategies for digital learning technologies. For example, if our hypothesis that gazing into space serves the purpose of removing visual distractors, and so reducing cognition complexity, is correct, the backlight of the visual feedback screen used could be dimmed during reflective thinking events. Findings in [38] suggest that this or similar approach may support exploration of complex problems which have constituent tasks whose outcomes need to be thoughtfully integrated into the primary solution. Ideally, both internal state (is the child thinking reflectively?) and behaviour (is the child gazing into space?), rather than simply one or the other, should be decoded (as humans do [39] ) to deliver appropriate personalisation.
Unsurprisingly as the observers were restricted to visual assessment, the majority of the codes derived for the cues reported by our observers were bodily. However, this finding underscores the value of bodily expressions for recognition of cognitive or emotional states [40] despite the lower attention that it receives in literature, compared to the face. Neuroscientific findings (see [40] for a review) suggest that bodily expressions are in fact given higher priority by observers when the face is challenging to read. Perhaps this also holds for the case, such as in our findings, when facial expressions are hard to specify (resulting in reports like "hard look", "thinking face", "a facial expression I can't describe" by our observers).
Modelling Reflective Thinking using LSTMNNs
The LSTMNN's agreement of 0.60 MCC (average F1 score = 0.79) with the ground truth is similar to the agreement we found between human observers (ICC=0.63, see Section 4.2). This finding is also comparable to findings in previous work on learning-related affect detection [13] [14] . Our findings are particularly noteworthy given that the LSTMNN was trained with optical-based motion capture sensor (Kinect) data obtained in unconstrained settings and so prone to noise due to occlusions, environmental artefact, and going out of camera view. Further, unlike the human observers in our study who had knowledge about the individual tasks that the children had to complete, the LSTMNN was not explicitly informed that there are several different tasks within the training data. Yet, the model was given the considerable challenge of disentangling behavioural differences due to reflective thinking from those due to task disparity. Indeed, Fig. 8 shows that there is a marked dissimilarity between movements performed in the tasks in our dataset, especially between both Finding Symmetry & Making Shape Reflections and the other tasks. It is expected that training separate models for individual tasks would lead to improvement in detection performance. The size of our data limited further investigation on this. We decided not to employ the alternative of including a task identification variable in the input data because of the possibility of a task effect for reflective thinking in the dataset. The resampling done to force the input data to be of uniform sizes may also have contributed to the generalisation difficulty for the LSTMNN. Nevertheless, the results in Study 3 show that using the complete period (even when resampled) gives better results than the use of windows within these periods.
Another important finding was that raw joint positions led to better performance than informed features (although the latter performs much better than chance level detection and may be superior to the former when temporally partial data is available such as is typical in continuous detection). This is despite the low depth of our LSTMNNs and the limited size of our dataset. This finding suggests that LSTM layers are able to learn useful features of reflective thinking in motion capture data. This discovery makes it more pertinent to create specialised algorithms tailored to motion capture data configurations and so realise the ambition for end-to-end detection [42] for higher-order action properties like cognitive or emotional states. Although preliminary, further findings with the DD-LSTMNN suggest that multilayer architectures (such as in [14] ), where learning gradually flows (from the input to output layers) from the component to the whole, is a promising approach for this direction. Intricate network architecture designs such as in [15] can enable higher detection performances, and perhaps even lead to deeper understanding of how components (e.g. anatomical joints) contribute to the expression of the given cognitive or emotional state. An additional explanation for the better performance of the raw joint positions over the hand-crafted features is that this input form retains complete information whereas the learning algorithm only has access to selected (albeit expertly so) information in the case of the extracted features.
Comparing LSTMNNs with other algorithms, we found the SVM (with polynomial kernel) to closely match the performance of the LSTMNN. This finding is not surprising given previous findings in [22] , [25] (amongst others) with the SVM. However, we hypothesize that an increased data size would enable more intricate representations of the temporal relations in movement behaviour in the LSTMNN and so give it an edge over the SVM.
CONCLUSION
Our paper makes four main contributions to the area of affect computing. First, we present the annotated weDraw-1 Movement Dataset, which comprises full-body motion capture data of 26 children while they bodily explored mathematical concepts, and reflective thinking labels provided by two raters (with good level agreement). Second, we provide qualitative analysis of visual features relevant to detection of reflective thinking. Our third contribution, which addresses our primary aim, is demonstration of the possibility of automatic detection of reflective thinking periods in the context of mathematical problem solving in unconstrained settings. A Vanilla LSTMNN architecture led to an average F1 score of 0.79. Lastly, we showed the possibility of automatic detection of reflective thinking based on subsegments as low as 4 seconds within these periods, using the same architecture.
